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GAJENDRA MOKSHAM (ENGLISH) TRANSLATION
Gajendra Moksham….translation of Bammera Pothanas Bhagavatham.
This story is very significant one in Bhagavatham. It is very simple but the pleadings of
Gajendra touch our hearts and fill us with wonder that without referring to any name or form
he could describe so many aspects of indescribable ONE
Long ago, there was a big and mighty elephant which was proud of its strength. It was the
king of the thick forest on Trikuta Mountain having thousands of female elephants serving
him. On one hot day, he and his herd went to a big lake to quench their thirst. They got into
water, started playing drawing water with their trunks and splashing it all over, disturbing the
peace of the area. Even after other elephants climbed onto the bank, Gajendra continued with
merry making. Deep inside the lake, a big and powerful crocodile got angry with the
disturbance, came out and caught hold of the leg of the elephant Gajendra, being very strong,
tried to shake it off but crocodile was also strong and in water ,its strength proved to be more
than that of the elephant’s. So it started to drag the elephant into water while the elephant
tried to climb onto the bank dragging the crocodile out. Both were trying to outwit one
another and this tug of war went on for a long time. But the elephant started bleeding as the
jaws of the crocodile dug deep into the skin of the elephant. The more the elephant tried to
drag himself out, the deeper became the wound .This went on for thousand years and the
elephant started losing its strength although he continued to fight, it was losing battle. After a
long and strenuous struggle, Gajendra became weak and desperate and left without any hope
and help. As his energy was sapped out and his confidence, vigor and valor evaporated, he
started praying to God!
In this story Gajendra is personification of our ignorance (Tamasika Nature), after becoming
helpless after a long struggle, then only he remembered God.
1.

ఉ.

ఎవ

ే జ ంచు జగ
వ

ల పల నుండ

యందు ందుఁ బర

బవ ఁ డ
ెవ ఁడ

వ

శ ర ఁ ెవ ఁడ మ ల ారణం
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ా
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న
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న
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U. Evvanichē janin̄chu jaga mevvanilōpala nuṇḍu līnamai
yevvaniyandu ḍindum̐baramēśvarum̐ ḍevvam̐ḍu mūlakāraṇaṁ
bevvam̐ḍanādi madhya layum̐ḍevvam̐ḍu sarvamum̐dāna yaina vām̐
ḍevvam̐ḍu vāni nātmabhavu nīśvaru nē śaraṇambu vēm̐ḍedan.
By whom this world is created, by whom it is maintained, in whom it will be dissolved and
who is the Lord of the creation and its root cause, who is the spectator of the beginning, being
and ending of these worlds, who encompasses everything, who is self sustaining and
sustainer of all, to that Lord, I pray for my rescue!
2.

క.

ఒకప జగమ ల
కప ల ప

ఁ నుచు నుభయమ ఁ

ౖ

సకల ర ా యగ న
య కలంక

త మ ల న ఁ దలంత \ .

Ka. Okapari jagamulu veliniḍi
yokapari lōpalikim̐gonuchu nubhayamum̐dānai
sakalārtha sākṣhi yagu na
yyakalaṅkuni nāthmamūlu narthim̐dalantu\n.
I pray to that Lord, who gives out the worlds at one time and who can take them in at other
time and millions of years may pass in between. He is there before and after, these acts and
remains independent of all these happenings and witnesses them.
3.

క.

ల కంబ ల ల

ల

ల కసుల ఁ ె నత

నల కంబగ

ం

ఁకట కవ ల వ ఁడ
ాకృ

ల ఁగ నత

ంత \ .

Ka. Lōkambulu lōkēśulu
lōkasthulum̐ deginatudi nalōkambagu peṁ
jīm̐kaṭi kavvala nevvam̐ḍu
nēkākr̥ti velum̐gu nathani nē sēvintu\n.
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I praise the Lord, who can only be realised after passing through all the worlds, in its
inhabitants and their rulers, and after passing through a void which is a black hole. Beyond
that, he shines apart from these created worlds and existing vacuum.
4.

క.

నరక

భం ఁ బక గ

మ రల

వ ఁ

డ మ నుల

ంప ర వ
వరన

ర లఱుఁగ రట ా ను ంత

.

Ka Nartakunibhaṅgim̐ bekkagu
mūrtulatō nevvam̐ ḍāḍu munulun divijul
kīrtimpa nēra revvani
vartana moru leṟum̐ga raṭṭi vāni nutintun.
I praise that Lord, who plays and acts in many disguises like an actor, whose behavior and
actions cannot be known or explained or predicted by anyone. Even saints and sages are
incapable of realising and praising him fully.
5.

ఆ. మ కసంగ లౖన మ నుల
సర భ త

త ల

ā.

ల

ాధు త

లసదృశ వ ఢ లౖ ల
వ పదమ , ాఁడ

దృ

క

వ
క.

Mukthasaṅgulaina munulu didr̥kṣulu
sarvabhūta hitulu sādhuchithu
lasadr̥śa vratāḍhyulai koltu revvani
divyapadamu, vām̐ḍu dikku nāku.

The sages and saints who are free from desires and bondages ,who are well wishers of all
beings who attain peace within and outside, such noble souls always and at all times worship
you. Oh! Almighty Lord you are my refuge.
Note....in the following poem 16 adjectives describing God are used without mentioning his
name.
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ీ. భవమ

6.

ో షంబ ర పంబ కర ంబ

జగమ లఁ గ
ప

ంచు సమ

నక ననంతశ

త ర నక
ఆ. మ టల

ా

హ యమ ను గ ణమ లవ

ంచు ఱక
బహ

ౖ జమ య వ ఁ

దర

త ర

య ను

ల

ి ర ప నునక ను

ఁ బరమ త నక ఁ బరబహ మ నక

ఱుకల మనమ లఁ జరంగఁ ా

ప ణ ఁ ైన ా

లక

ష ర తక

చు

సత గమ ఁ డగ చు

ా

నర వందనమ ల .

Sī. Bhavamu dōṣhambu rūpambu karmambu nāhvayamunu guṇamu levvaniki lēka
jagamulam̐galigin̄chu samayin̄chukoṟakunai nijamāya nevvam̐ḍinniyunu dālchu
nā parēśunaku nanantaśaktiki brahma kid'dharūpiki rūpahīnunakunu
jitrachārunaku sākṣiki nātmaruchikinim̐ baramātmunakum̐ barabrahmamunaku
ā

Māṭala nneṟukala manamulam̐ jēraṅgam̐gāni śuchiki sattvagamyum̐ ḍaguchu
ḍainavāni niṣhkarmataku mecchu vāni kē nonartu vandanamulu.

Who does not have any compulsion to have birth or desire or fame or name ,who does not
have action or reaction or description but use all these traits by His illusory power to create
worlds and to dissolve them, who is infinitely powerful who takes up any form according to
his will ,who is supreme ,who cannot be reached or understood by words or actions or senses
or intelligence who is pure and benevolent ,who appreciates the persons with talent
discharging their duties selflessly to such Lord I offer my salutations!
7.

ీ.

ాంత న కపవర
నక ,

ఖ సం

ర నక మ ఢ నక గ ణధ

క లం యదష కధ
మ లపకృ
ఆ.

ా ణభరక

,

నక బహ

ాత మ ల నక

ఱన సత మ
ల ారణ నక ,

డ

ష

మ న క క జ నమయ న
త నక దయ ింధుమ

ేం యజ పక నక దుఃఖ ంతకృ

ల ఁగ చు నుండ

ా రణ నక నమస

క ట మహ తమ నక

ంత నను మనుచు ఱక .
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Sī. Śāntuna kapavarga saukhyasanvēdiki, nirvāṇabharthaku nirviśēṣhu
naku, ghōrunaku mūḍhunaku guṇadharmiki saumyuna kadhikavijñānamayuna
kakhilēndriyadraṣhṭa kadhyakṣunaku bahukṣhētrajñunaku dayāsindhumatiki
mūlaprakr̥ti kātmamūlunaku jitēndriyajñāpakunaku duḥkhāntakr̥tiki
ā.

Neṟina satya maneḍi nīḍathō velum̐guchu nuṇḍu nokkaṭiki mahōthamunaku
nikhilakāraṇunaku, niṣkhāraṇunaku namaskarintu nannu manuchu koṟaku.

Note...in this poem 21 gunas of God are described.
Oh Lord! You are the abode of peace and knowledge. You act in innumerable and
unpredictable ways but you remain as spectator. You cannot be reached by explanation,
experiences or imaginations. You enjoy in yourself by you, with you, with or without your
creation! You are powerful and merciful, you are the root cause of everything but you do not
have any cause!
You are terrifying at the same time pacifying! You are mysterious and you appear to possess
positive and negative aspects but you are above all these qualities, you appear to faraway but
you are very near to us. You are the reason for everything but you exist for no reason!? To
such Lord, I pray for my rescue!!
8.

క.

ా

దగకర ల

శ ర లమ త
ో గ
బగగ

ం ెఱుఁగక స

త
ి మనమ ల
ంత రట పరమ భ ంత \ .

Ka. Yōgāgni dagdhakarmulu
yōgīśvaru lē mahātmu noṁ ḍeṟum̐gaka sa
dyōga vibhāsita manamula
bāguga vīkṣintu raṭṭi paramu bhajintu\n.
Those yogis whose actions and their results are nullified by the fire of penance, such great
souls worship you without any distractions, Oh, Lord! You are the personification of supreme
abode, to you I surrender!
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ీ. స ా గమ మ య జల

9.

నపవర మయ

సకల గ ణ రణ చ న బ
గ ణల
శల
ఆ.

ఁ దనయంత ా ల ధన మ

ిత గ ర మ నసునక సంవ త కర
బ ఁట ప

ై ల ంగ

వ ల ాపంబ లణఁచు ా

ా ,క

ఁ

ర త నక
సమ ాంత ాత ఁ

ను నక , భగవంత నక ఁ దనుజ సువసు ేశ

ర సక లౖన ా కందఁగ ా
Sī.

నుతమ మం ర నక

ా

ాచ ంత వందనమ ల .

Sarvāgamāmnāya jaladhiki napavarga mayuniki nuttama mandirunaku
sakala guṇāraṇicchanna bōdhāgnikim̐danayanta rājillu dhan'yamatikim̐
guṇalayōddīpita gurumānasunaku sanvartita karmanirvartitunaku
diśalēni nābōm̐ṭi paśuvula pāpambu laṇam̐chuvāniki samastāntarātmum̐
Ḍai veluṅguvāni, kacchinnunaku, bhagavantunakum̐ danuja suvastu dēśa

ā.

dāra saktulainavāri kandam̐garāni vāni kācharintu vandanamulu.
Who is the ocean of all knowledge (Vedas), who is the repository of best qualities and who is
unparalleled and who shines by Himself, in whom all descriptions dissolve, who is just and
punishes the wicked, who nullifies the bad actions of disoriented people like me who dwells
in all, who is whole and not fragmented, who is the Master o f all, who cannot be reached by
people interested in worldly things. To such Lord I salute!!!
10.

ీ. వరధర

ామ ర వ త ామ లౖ బ ధు ల ా

గ ఁ బ ందుదుర

ే

మ ాత

మ ను

లవ

ల ాంత ల ా
ఆ.

ామ
బహ

ా ంచు ా కవ య ేహ
ం ంత

ం
చు

ష
ా ఁడ కర ణ

ానంద ా మ ా ంతరంగ

య ఁ రక భదచ తంబ ఁ బ డ చుందు
దు నవ క న

న ా ఁ బర

త

న ం య

గగమ ఁ బ ర నున
సూల సూ

త

భ ంత .

Sī. Varadharma kāmārtha varjitakāmulai vibudhu levvāni sēvin̄chi yiṣṭa
gatim̐bonduduru chēri kākshin̄chuvāri kavyaya dēha micchu nevvām̐ḍu karuṇa
muktātmu levvani munukoni chintintu rānanda vārdhi magnāntaraṅgu
lēkāntu levvāni nēmiyum̐gōraka bhadracaritrambum̐ bāḍucundu
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ā.

Rā mahēśu nādyu navyaktu nadhyātmayōgagamyum̐ būrṇu nunnatātmu
brahmamaina vānim̐ baruni natīndriyu nīśu sthūlu sūkṣmu nē bhajintu.

Note....in this poem 16 gunas are described.
The wise persons, leaving all desires towards duty or money or fulfillment of their desires,
serve the Lord with the singular aim of attaining His Grace. To such devotees, He grants their
ultimate goal of realising Him. Such people always and at all times keep thinking about Him,
so, they are in a state of bliss and they keep singing and praising His stories, without
expecting any rewards.
I pray to such Lord, who is the beginning of everything, who is invisible and invisible form
who can be realised only at higher spiritual plane, who is complete and infinite, who cannot
be reached by physical senses, who is Master of all, who can adapt micro form and macro
form also! To such Lord implore or call upon to save me.
ీ.

11.

ావక ం డర ల
ా య

నుండ

త క ావ

పల

ేత బ

గణమ ల జగమ ల ఘన
వ ఁడ మనమ బ
ే.

ంత

టడంత ,

దుల ల ల న లజంత

మ ర ప దమ ల

ం యమ ల ఁ

ీ నప ంసక ప ర ష మ

బ ం

న

ఱ

ం తగ నడంచు

గ ణసంప ాహంబ ఁ బఱప

య ను ాక ర గమర న ా మ

కర గ ణ ద సదసత ా

ాక నుక న

యఁ

నగ

య ను ాక
భ ఁ దలంత .

Sī. Pāvakuṁ ḍarchula bhānuṇḍu dīptula ne bbhaṅgi nigiḍintu reṭlaḍantu,
rā kriya nātmakarāvaḷichēta brahmādula vēlpula nakhilajantu
gaṇamula jagamula ghana nāma rūpa bhēdamulatō meṟayin̄chi taga naḍan̄chu
nevvam̐ḍu manamu bud'dhīndriyamulum̐dānayai guṇa
sampravāhambum̐baṟapu
tē. Strī napunsaka puruṣha mūrtiyunu gāka tirya gamara narādi mūrtiyunu gāka
karma guṇa bhēda sadasatprakāśi gāka venuka nanniyum̐dā nagu
vibhum̐dalantu.
Note...in this poem God's workings of are described.
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Sun and fire ,how do they put forth their illumination and then subdue themselves, in a
similar fashion, who creates all gods and worlds and also types of animate and inanimate
objects with different names and forms and sustains them., who acts through body and mind
and heart or spirit ,who embodiment of all feelings ,emotions and intelligence ,who is not
male or female ,or any type of living and nonliving object or being ,who adapts unmanifested
and in manifested forms ,who receives and finally dissolves everything into Him ,such Lord I
implore.
12.

క.

కలఁడందుర

నుల

డఁ

గలఁడందుర పరమ
గలఁడందు ర

గణమ ల ాలం

శలను

గలఁడ గలండ డ

ాఁడ గలఁ ో లఁ ో .

Ka. Kalam̐ḍanduru dīnulayeḍam̐
galam̐ḍanduru paramayōgi gaṇamulapālaṁ
galam̐ḍandu ranni diśalanu
galam̐ḍu galaṇḍaneḍuvām̐ḍu galam̐ḍō lēm̐ḍō.

Wise men say that He is available for the people in distress and favorable for saints and sages
and He is present in all places and directions! I call upon such Lord to take pity on me but
does he exist? If he exists why he is not coming to save me?
13.

ీ. కల గఁ ే

ా క

సం ే ంపఁ గ

లమ ల లక గల గ

కడపడ ాఁ ె న న ాధువ ల ేఁ బ న ాధుల కడప ెడ
చూడఁ ే
ల

ాట చూప లఁ
ఱ ంపఁ ే

ే. న ల ర ప ల ఁ దనర ప
భకజనమ ల నుల ా

డక చూచు ారలఁ గృపఁ
ఱఁగ ల
న ాఁడ

ాఁడ

ాఁడ

చు ాఁడ

ఱ లఱుంగ చుఁ దను
మ

ాఁడ

ఱఁగ

ాఁడ

ంతమ ల లక యడర

ాఁడ

నఁ ె చూడఁ ె తలపఁ ె గ ాఁ .ె

Sī. Kalugam̐ḍē nāpāli kalimi sandēhimpam̐ galimilēmulu lēka galuguvām̐ḍu
nā kaḍḍapaḍa rām̐ḍe nali nasādhuvulacēm̐ baḍina sādhula kaḍḍapaḍeḍu vām̐ḍu
chūḍam̐ḍē nā pāṭu chūpulam̐jūḍaka chūchuvāralam̐ gr̥pam̐ jūchuvām̐ḍu
līlatō nā moṟālimpam̐ḍē moṟam̐gula moṟa leṟuṅguchum̐ dannu moṟam̐guvām̐ḍu
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tē. Nakhila rūpulum̐ danarūpamainavām̐ḍu nādi madhyāntamulu lēka yaḍaruvām̐ḍu
bhaktajanamula dīnula pālivām̐ḍu vinam̐ḍe chūḍam̐ḍe talapam̐ḍe vēga rām̐ḍe.

I pray to that Lord who does not discriminate between haves and have-nots, rich or poor, l
implore to that Lord who protects innocent devotees from imposters who are arrogant and
wicked, I request that Lord, who supports the jnanis who can look beyond the physical plane,
I plead with the Lord ,who listens to cries of the needy and helpless people ,and reveal
Himself to save them,
The Lord who conforms to all forms, who does not have beginning or middle or ending ,who
shows mercy on His devotees and down trodden, such Lord should listen and see and
consider my plight and should come to my rescue soon!!
14.

క.

శ కర

శ దూర

ా త క
ాశ త న
శ ర

శ

దు

న

\

భ

ంత \ .

బహ పభ

ం బరమప ర ష

Ka. Viśvakaru viśvadūruni
viśvātmaku viśvavēdyu viśvu naviśvu\n
śāśvatu naju brahmaprabhu
nīśvaruniṁ baramapuruṣhu nē bhajiyintu\n.
In this small poem 12 gunas are described.
The Lord who creates the world who is apart from the world, who contains the world within
Himself, who knows the ways of the world, who is present during creation and outside of it,
who is permanent who exists before during and after the creation, such Lord who is the
ultimate abode of all beings, to Him I pray to bless me!.
15.

ా.

ల
ావ

ంతయ లదు, ైర మ
ద
తప

ా

ల లంబ

ఁ, బ ణంబ ల \

ను, మ ర వ ె ఁ, దనువ \ డ

\ , శమం బ

తః పరం బఱుఁగ, మ

ను \ ,

ంపందగ

\ ,

శ ర! ావ వరద! సంర ంచు భ త ా!
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Śā

Lāvokkintayu lēdu, dhairyamu vilōlambayyem̐, brāṇambulu\n
ṭhāvul dappenu, mūrcha vacchem̐, danuvu\n ḍas'se\n, śramaṁ bayyeḍi\n,
nīvē tappa nitaḥ paraṁ beṟum̐ga, mannimpandagun dīnuni\n,
rāvē yīśvara! Kāvavē varada! Sanrakṣhin̄cu bhadrātmakā!

Note…… in this poem gajendras exhaustion is described.
Oh Lord! I am not left with an iota of strength, my courage is shaken ,my life is in danger ,I
lose my consciousness ,my body is tired, all my energy is spent, I feel fatigue, now, I don't
know anything except you, forgive me, I am totally helpless . Oh, Lord! I request you,
implore you to come and save me!
You are the embodiment of strength and Grace. You are the only refuge for my rescue!
16.

క.

ను దఁట వ ల మ టల
జను దఁట చన ా
యను దఁట ి

ట శరణ ర ల
న సర మ ఁ

గను దఁట సం ేహమ

ఁ గర ణ ా !

Ka. Vinu dam̐ṭa jīvula māṭalu
janu dam̐ṭa chanarānichōṭla śaraṇārthula kō
yanu dam̐ṭa pilichina sarvamum̐
ganu dam̐ṭa sandēhamayyem̐ garuṇāvārdhī!
Oh, Lord! I heard that you listen to the words of people you move to any unapproachable
corners and unreachable places to answer the calls of needy people You can see everything,
you are aware of every thing and you are the ocean of mercy!
Is that so? I start getting doubt about that.
17.

ఉ. ఓ కమల త !
!క
కహ!

వరద!

ప ప

వంద ! సుగ ణ తమ!
మ

శ ర మ హర!

, కర ణంప , తలఁప , శరణ

ప దూర! క
శరణ గ మ ా
ప లప వ! ా

నను ఁ ావ .
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U. Ō kamalātma! Yō varada! Yō pratipakṣa vipakṣadūra! Ku
yyō! Kavi yōgi vandya! Suguṇōttama! Yō śaraṇāgatāmarā
nōkaha! Yō munīśvara manōhara! Yō vipulaprabhāva! Rā
vē, karuṇimpavē, talam̐pavē, śaraṇārthini nannum̐ gāvavē.

Here the Gajendra represents MAN who enjoys all pleasures of the world,who thinks that he
is supreme and everything is under his control and he is proud of his strength.When he faces
any difficulty he keeps on fighting with all his strength but could not overcome it. When he
realised that he could not win the battle, then he remembered that there is a supreme power.
He was calling out to the Lord ,who could allievate sorrow s suffering s of those who
surrender to him, who was sought after by yogis and jnanis and mystics ,who was
omnipresent and omnipotent and omniscient ,who could punish evil doers, who could grant
boons to the seekers,to such Lord ,he was appealing to consider his case and to come soon to
save him from the clutches of crocodile.
When all his ego dissolved and when he was left with no strength ,no courage, no help,,no
hope,no illusion and when all his words ,thoughts and expressions were exhausted,he fell
silent!
He was referring to the Lord who is eternal and immutable,,who is nameless, formless
,undescribable and indestructible, who pervades the whole creation,who remains as spectator
to the acts of creation ,preservation and dissolution of worlds!
How to describe such PARA BRAHMA who came and rescued the Gajendra!
Here Maha Kavi Pothana's imagination failed. One morning,when he started to write the
poem",Ala Vaikunta puramulo",he could not proceed further.He stopped writing and went
out.He returned in the afternoon ,went into his room and opened the palm leaf ,and was
surprised when he,found that the poem was completed.! he was wondering who could have
written it so lucidly,his daughter said,"Father!,You came back in the morning,then I asked
you ,why did you return immediately,you said,"now I want to complete that poem".After
writing, you went out again."
Pothana replied,"I am coming back now only."Then he realised that it was the Lord himself
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who must have done it!! With tears flowing from his eyes,he praised the Lord and continued
to write other poems in the same tempo.Now what he saw in his vision, he started describing
and these scenes were etched in Telugu literature forever!Here is the translation of some of
these poems.
18.

మ. అల ౖక ంఠప రంబ ల నగ ల

మ ల ధంబ

పల మం ర వ ంత ామృతసరః ాం ేందు ాం పల
త ల పర ంక రమ
హ ల

ందమ " ా

యగ

పన పసను ండ

ా " యనఁ గ య

ం సంరం

.

Ma. Ala vaikuṇṭhapurambulō nagarilō nā mūlasaudhambu dā
pala mandāra vanāntarāmr̥tasaraḥprāntēndukāntōpalō
tpala paryaṅka ramāvinōdi yagu nāpannaprasannuṇḍu vi
hvalanāgēndramu"pāhi pāhi" yanam̐ guyyālin̄ci sanrambhiyai.
In that Vaikunta abode , in the beautiful Palace near lotus pool,on the bed of flowers, Lord Sri
Hari was playing dice with his consort Sri Lakshmi .
19.

మ.

ి
ప

ం జప ఁడ శంఖ చక య గంబ జ ో
ారంబ ను రఁ డభగప ం బ

తర ధ
ప

లమ ఁ జ క
ేల ంచల

తఁడ

ంపఁ
ాద

న డఁడ గజ ాణ వ

సం ంపఁ ే
క
దత

ాం
క
.

Ma. Sirikiṁ jeppam̐ḍu śaṅkha cakra yugambu jēdōyi sandhimpam̐ ḍē
paripārambunu jīram̐ ḍabhragapatiṁ bannimpam̐ ḍākarṇikāṁ
tara dham'millamum̐ jokka nottam̐ḍu vivāda prōd'dhata śrī kucō
pari cēlān̄calamaina vīḍam̐ḍu gaja prāṇāvanōtsāhiyai.

As soon as he heard cries of Gajendra for help ,Lord Sri Hari started without a word,,with out
taking his weapons.He did not waste time in getting ready , he didn't wait for his vahana
Garuda,he didn't even release the cloth of his wife which he was holding,in the midst of an
argument....resulting in instantaneous response to rescue his devotee from danger.
When cries and pleas of gajendra reached Him, Sri Hari, who satisfies all types of
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descriptions and conditions laid down by gajendra, rushed to save him. The groups of heaven
dwellers and celestial beings exclaimed," Look! Savior is coming, beside Him is his consort
Devi Lakshmi, listen to the sound of conch, look at the disc in his hand, and His vahana
Garuda flying, Praise the Lord!"!!
Then the Sudarsana disc, released by the Lord, cut the head of crocodile.
Then Sri Hari brought out Gajendra from the lake and with His touch wounds of the elephant
disappeared. He offered lotus with his trunk to his saviour Sri Hari. The crocodile was
relieved of his curse and got his original form as gandharva.
Sri Hari blessed both and said, “Whoever listens to this story, will be relieved of bad dreams,
and ill effects of planets. They will become happy and prosperous, all their desires will be
fulfilled and their efforts will be rewarded and they will reach me in the end!!”
Note.....In his previous birth,..Gajendra was a mighty king,named Indradumna ,who was a
devotee of
Lord Vishnu but was proud of his worship.He did not respect sage Agastya when he came to
bless him..This arrogance screened him from his union with the Lord. To remove this
obstacle, sage made him to be born as elephant. After his encounter with the crocodile,by his
fervent prayers, the elephant was able to overcome his ego and was able to receive the grace
of the Lord and became one with Him!
This is the effect of listening to this episode and results in blessings awarded by Sri Hari.
May the Lord shower His blessings on all of us!!!
*****
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